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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
The UK electricity system is being transformed in order to meet climate change targets.
The 2008 Climate Change Act requires the Government to set legally binding carbon budgets
based on advice from the Committee on Climate Change, and to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 80 percent by 2050 compared to 1990. 1 Government is promoting
decarbonisation of electricity generation through carbon pricing, and also subsidises largescale low carbon electricity generation via the Contracts for Difference Feed-in Tariff (CfD
FIT) scheme (as well as the Renewables Obligation, which is being phased out).
Technologies like wind and solar power bring added challenges to managing the
electricity network as their electricity production is intermittent. Technological change
and falling costs have led to an accelerated deployment of renewable energy projects in
recent years. At the same time, old coal capacity continues to close due to emissions rules.
The replacement of high-carbon – but reliable and controllable – coal capacity with lowcarbon – but intermittent – wind and solar adds to system integration costs (SICs). These
increased integration costs relate to the costs of backing up intermittent generation and
making the system flexible enough to adapt to fluctuations in demand. Such costs are
ultimately borne by consumers through bills. The SICs depend significantly on the level of
flexibility assumed on the system. Greater flexibility – which can be provided by
dispatchable plants, storage, and demand side response (DSR) – reduces SICs. Development
of market arrangements and policies that appropriately recognise the benefits of flexibility are
important to enable cost-effective integration of renewable generation.
NERA Economic Consulting and Imperial College London, building on our work for the
Committee on Climate Change (CCC) 2 on these issues, have analysed the system integration
costs of renewable technologies and assessed potential policy reforms the Government could
consider to better reflect these costs.
Ministers recently announced that there will be up to three further CfD auctions before
2020, for “less established” technologies like offshore wind. The Government has not
revealed whether there will be any further auctions for “established technologies” (which
include onshore wind, solar power, and biomass conversion), and it is also unclear to what
extent the auctions will be used to promote greater competition between renewable
technology categories – which could drive down costs for consumers.
To minimise the impact on consumer bills of the low-carbon transformation, it is
essential that the Government considers the whole system costs, and not just the levelised
cost of energy or the subsidies paid to individual projects. We have analysed two alternative
policy options whereby the Government could take better account of system costs and
increase competition between technologies. Both of these policy options would allow
established technologies (as well as less-established technologies) to compete for CfD

1

Climate Change Act 2008, Chapter 27.

2

NERA and Imperial (2015): System integration costs for alternative low carbon generation technologies – policy
implications, https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/system-integration-costs-for-alternative-low-carbon-generationtechnologies-policy-implications/
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contracts, starting with the next auction in 2016. We find that such policy options could save
consumers around £1.9-2.2bn. To realise these benefits, the competition between
established technologies should be on a level playing field. For example, all technologies
(including biomass conversion) would be offered CfDs for the same 15-year period.

System Integration Costs
System integration costs are a significant part of the costs of providing a secure
electricity supply. Ultimately these costs are paid by electricity consumers. SICs can
represent 10 percent or more of the lifetime whole system costs of intermittent technologies
like onshore wind and solar power. SICs relate to the cost of ensuring adequate back-up and
flexibility to maintain the Government’s security of supply standards, and to the costs
incurred by the system operator (National Grid) to procure greater volumes of system
balancing services (also known as ancillary services). Table ES.1 presents our estimates of
the average SICs for a selection of renewable electricity technologies from 2020 to 2030. 3
The table also shows how the SICs compare to the most recently published government
estimates of generation costs (levelised cost of electricity, or “LCOE”). 4 “Whole system
costs” (WSC) are the sum of LCOEs and SICs.
Table ES.1
System Integration Costs (SICs) under “Medium Flexibility” Scenario
Whole
SIC
System Cost
LCOE
Average
(WSC =
(DECC 2013) 2020-2030 LCOE +SIC)
Technology
£/MWh (2012)
Onshore Wind
100
10 - 14
110 - 114
Offshore Wind
132
10
142
Solar PV
123
12
135
Biomass Conversion
108
-1
107

SIC as % of
Whole
System
Costs
9 - 13%
7%
9%
-1%

We do not include transmission reinforcement costs in our SIC estimates. Instead, we
make the conservative assumption that transmission costs are fully reflected through the
transmission cost charging regime. 5 This follows the approach we used in our earlier study
for the CCC. To the extent that the costs of reinforcing the transmission network are higher
than assumed in DECC’s 2013 LCOE estimates, the LCOEs shown above would be an
underestimate. In addition, reinforcement costs may differ between onshore and offshore
wind, depending on the regional location of the wind capacity.
3

System costs are estimated relative to a benchmark technology, assumed here to be nuclear power. Costs are
denominated in real 2012 prices, for ease of comparison to the DECC (2013) levelised cost of energy.

4

LCOE is the levelised cost of electricity, taken from DECC (2013) Electricity Generation Costs,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/269888/131217_Electricity_Generation_
costs_report_December_2013_Final.pdf

5

Generators pay Transmission Network Use of System (or TNUoS) charges, which are reflected as plant operating costs
in the LCOE, but there is disagreement about whether these charges accurately reflect the costs imposed by individual
generators.
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Curtailment costs – the costs of preventing a plant from producing even when it would prefer
to do so, because the system cannot accommodate its output – are an additional system
integration cost that may be particularly significant for onshore wind, but the level of such
costs is uncertain and depends on the degree of transmission reinforcement. We have
therefore presented the onshore SICs as a range in Table ES.1 but have used the lower (more
conservative) SIC assumption in our modelling of the policy options.
The SICs presented in Table ES.1 depend on the level of flexibility of the electricity
supply system – where flexibility is defined as the system’s ability to absorb variations in
generation and consumption and still meet security of supply standards. The estimates
presented here are based on a “Medium Flexibility” scenario (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B).
The costs of achieving this level of flexibility – which represents a significant increase in
technologies providing flexibility, relative to current levels – have not been included in any
of our modelling, as these costs are very uncertain. For these reasons, the system costs
presented here therefore are likely to underestimate the total system costs.
The low SICs of biomass reflect the fact that it is a reliable and flexible power source
that provides firm capacity. Including biomass as part of the generation mix is likely to
lower the costs associated with adding more wind and solar power to the system. This means
that it can enable the integration of other intermittent renewable technologies (by providing
back up generation), and help to facilitate the phasing out of old coal-fired power stations,
whose closure is putting pressure on security of supply.
System integration costs are not reflected fully in the costs faced by generators and
investors. The SICs presented above are not fully captured in the costs and prices faced by
the developers and operators of intermittent generation capacity. Instead they are
“socialised” in a way that does not differentiate between generators that impose high costs on
the system and those that impose lower costs. Consistent with our earlier work for the CCC,
we have assumed here that network connection and reinforcement costs imposed by projects
are already accurately reflected in LCOEs, but balancing and backup costs are not. This
means that generators do not have strong incentives to minimise such costs. Ultimately all
costs are passed on to consumers.
Taking all costs into account, based on the assumptions set out in the main report,
biomass conversion is the most cost-effective renewable generation available at scale.
Once the SICs of different technologies are taken into account, biomass conversion is the
lowest-cost major renewable technology. If SICs were fully borne by renewable developers
and operators, they would need to recover such costs through their expected revenues. Where
they rely on Contracts for Differences (CfDs) to support their projects, SICs would therefore
need to be reflected in strike prices. Table ES.2 shows the impact of incorporating the SICs
presented above into the 15-year strike prices that major renewable technologies bid into last
year’s CfD auction. The table also compares this to a hypothetical strike price that could be
bid in by a biomass conversion unit.

NERA Economic Consulting
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Table ES.2
CfD Strike Prices and SICs
2015
Strike Price Strike Price
Auction
Equivalent (including
Strike Price
SICs
SICs)
£/MWh (2012 prices)
Technology
Onshore Wind
79
13 - 18
92 - 97
Offshore Wind
114
13
127
Solar PV
79
17
96
Biomass Conversion
85
-1
84
Notes: 1. 2015 auction strike prices shown here are the lowest strike prices for each technology that
won CfDs across the different target commissioning years.
2. We have excluded the winning bids for solar PV plants with a target commissioning year of
2015/16, as these projects subsequently withdrew from the process and did not agree
CfDs.
3. The strike price equivalent figures are estimated by first calculating the net present value
of SICs over the technology lifetime and then amortising this value over the 15 years of a
CfD contract. The SICs shown here correspond to plants commissioning in 2020.
4. We show a range for onshore wind, reflecting uncertainties about curtailment costs, but
use the lowest value in our modelling of the CfD auctions.

Because Government did not hold an auction for biomass conversion in 2015, there is no
public information about the level at which this technology might bid. Moreover, under
current rules biomass conversion will not receive support after 2027, so it is not treated on an
equal footing with the other technologies, which receive support for 15 years. We have
therefore developed an estimate of how biomass conversion might bid into a competitive
auction. Figure ES.1 (below) shows how we have derived our bid assumption for the policy
scenarios.
Figure ES.1
Derivation of Biomass Conversion Strike Price Bid Assumption

NERA Economic Consulting
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The European Commission’s letter to the UK Government from January 2016 confirms that the
early CfD contract awarded to Drax in 2014 would be at a strike price of £100/MWh (for 11
years). 6 We assume that in an auction biomass conversion would be allowed to compete on an
equal basis to other technologies, for a contract lasting 15 years. We therefore adjust the
administratively set strike price of £100/MWh down by £5/MWh to reflect the longer contract
period. We also assume that, like other technologies, biomass conversion would respond to the
competitive context by bidding below its “administrative strike price”. The bids for onshore
and offshore wind in the 2015 auction were between 11-18 percent below the administrative
strike price. We assume a conservative 10 percent discount for biomass conversion.

Policy Alternatives
Current Government policy is to hold three further CfD auctions by 2020, but only for
the less established technologies (Pot 2). This could involve some competition between the
less-established technologies like offshore wind and Advanced Conversion Technologies
(ACT). However, it is not clear whether the Government envisages any further CfD auctions
for established technologies such as onshore wind, solar, biomass conversion and Energy
from Waste. Table ES.3 shows how current policy categorises technologies across the
different “Pots” for the CfD auctions.
Table ES.3
CfD Auction – Current Technology Groups (Pot 1, 2 and 3)
Established Technologies
Pot 1
Onshore Wind (>5 MW)
Solar Photo-Voltaic (>5MW)
Landfill Gas
Energy from Waste (EfW)
Sewage Gas
Hydro

Pot 3
Biomass Conversion

Less Established Technologies
Pot 2
Offshore Wind
Advanced Conversion Technologies (ACT)
Dedicated Biomass (with CHP)
Geothermal (with or without CHP)
Anaerobic Digestion
Scottish Islands onshore wind (>5MW)
Tidal Stream
Wave

We analyse two policy option scenarios that would enable the Government to better
reflect SICs when allocating CfD contracts, and that would promote more competition
between technologies. We compare these options to a “Base Case” reflecting current policy.
Under both alternative policy options, the Government would share the budget for CfD
auctions more equally between less established and established technologies, and would
allow biomass conversion to compete for a CfD contract against other established
technologies such as onshore wind and solar. To allow competition on a level playing field
we assume the Government makes CfD contracts available to biomass conversion on the
same terms as other renewable technologies – that is, via a 15 year CfD.
6

See http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/257954/257954_1720554_105_2.pdf.
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Policy Option 1 (Market-based approach): This option relies on two existing market
mechanisms: the Capacity Market and the CfD auction process. Under this option, new
CfD projects would be allowed to bid into the Capacity Market (which they are currently
prohibited from doing), enabling them to receive credit for being available to back up the
system. The CfD is also modified so that all technologies use the same market reference
price, so the CfD contract would better reflect the actual value of output and incentivise
greater responsiveness to electricity demand.



Policy Option 2 (Administrative SIC handicaps): This option modifies the CfD auction
process to enable the auction administrator to rank new renewable projects to reflect not
just their own private costs, but also the system integration costs they impose on
consumers. Projects with the lowest whole system costs would have priority.

Both policy options would result in more efficient investment and deliver renewable
generation at lower cost than the current approach, which focuses on offshore wind.
Policy Option 2 relies on the Government setting the SIC handicaps correctly and puts a
premium on Government modelling results and the underlying assumptions. Policy Option 1
may capture a smaller sub-set of SICs, but would require less Government intervention once
the rules are set, obliging generators and developers to take their own views on the costs they
impose and the value they provide.
The policy options analysed could save consumers £1.9-2.2 billion (in 2012 prices) over a
15-year period – equivalent to approximately £73-85 per household (if all costs were
borne by households) – compared to a Base Case in which the Government holds auctions
only for less established technologies such as offshore wind. This amounts to around £150
million in annual savings as a result of allowing biomass conversion and other established
technologies to compete.
Figure ES.2
Incremental Costs under Alternative Policy Scenarios
£bn
(2012
prices)

9
7.9
8
7

1.4
5.9

5.7
6

0.8

0.9

5
4
3

6.4
4.8

5.1

PO1 (Market-Based)

PO2 (SIC Handicaps)

2
1
0
Base Case

Costs Covered by LCF
(+ Capacity Market)
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Introduction

The UK electricity system is undergoing a major transformation in order to decarbonise. The
2008 Climate Change Act requires the Government to set legally binding carbon budgets
advised by the Committee on Climate Change and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 80 percent by 2050 compared to 1990. 7 Decarbonising the electricity sector is a crucial
part of achieving these economy-wide targets.
The primary support scheme to incentivise new renewable generation capacity in the UK is the
Contracts for Difference Feed-in Tariff (CfD FIT) scheme. In order to launch the scheme in
2014 a number of contracts were awarded to projects based on support levels decided by
Government. 8 Since then the preferred allocation mechanism for awarding CfDs has been via
auction, in which projects compete for support. The first CfD auction took place in early 2015.
Drax has commissioned NERA Economic Consulting and Imperial College London to examine
different options for the design of future CfD auctions. In particular we have considered the
impact of system integration costs (“SICs”) for different technologies and assessed the expected
cost to consumers for a “market based” and an administratively defined CfD auction set up,
contrasting these to a Base Case scenario.
The transformation of the electricity system will impose costs on consumers as new, low-carbon
generation replaces older high-carbon generation assets. As well as replacing power stations, the
wider electricity system will need to change to accommodate this transformation – for example
additional investment in transmission or distribution grids, additional investment in back-up
generation to maintain security of supply, and additional procurement of balancing services,
ancillary services and system flexibility in order to maintain system balance.
Some of the costs that consumers pay are more visible than others. The costs of subsidising
renewable generation via the Renewable Obligation (RO), small-scale FIT or the CfD are set
out by Government and the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) as part of reporting on the
Levy Control Frameworks (LCF). However, there are additional costs such as the cost of backup generation required to meet security of supply and the cost of ancillary services to ensure
system balancing, which arise from the deployment of intermittent renewable technologies such
as wind and solar, and which are not as visible.
This report quantifies these additional costs (the system integration costs, SICs) in order to
arrive at estimates of the whole system costs imposed by different technologies. The report also
considers ways in which the CfD regime could be adjusted to better reflect the whole system
costs of technologies that are subsidised by consumers. In Chapter 2 we present our approach to
estimating whole system costs and SICs, as well as the findings of our analysis. In Chapter 3 we
consider a number of different policy design scenarios for future CfD auctions and highlight the
impact of different auction designs in terms of costs to consumers. We then conclude in Chapter
4. Additional appendices are included to provide further detail on our modelling approach and
assumptions.

7

Climate Change Act 2008, Chapter 27.

8

These were awarded under the Final Investment Decision Enabling for Renewables (FIDER) programme at technologyspecific administratively set strike prices.
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2.

Whole System Costs

2.1.

What are Whole System Costs and System Integration Costs?

Whole system cost estimates attempt to capture the full cost of a megawatt hour (MWh) of
electricity supplied to a consumer or business. The traditional way of comparing different
technologies’ costs is to calculate the levelised cost of energy. 9 The levelised cost method adds
the capital and operating costs for a power plant over its lifetime and divides by the number of
MWh of electricity that it is expected to generate over its lifetime. However, this estimate omits
those costs which are imposed on the electricity system (the system of transmission and
distribution networks and the generating capacity connected to them) by the power plant, but
which are not included in the capital cost or operating cost estimates. The whole system cost
approach adds these system integration costs to the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) for each
technology.
Figure 2.1
Whole System Costs

Notes: * Operating expenditures normally include network charges such as TNUoS and DUoS charges.
These may not accurately reflect the actual costs imposed by specific generation projects.
† Transmission and distribution network costs may not be fully reflected in costs contributing to
the LCOE. In this study we have made the conservative assumption that the existing charging
arrangements are perfectly cost-reflective, so we have excluded network reinforcement costs
from our analysis.

System integration can be grouped into a number of different categories, which are all reflected
in Imperial’s modelling, but some of which we exclude from our subsequent analysis:


Backup capacity cost. With any generation technology there is the risk that a plant will be
unavailable to produce electricity some of the time. This is why electricity systems have
always required “back-up” capacity, or a capacity margin to reduce the risk of a shortage.
But intermittent technologies, such as wind and solar, have a much higher risk than
conventional technologies of not being available when needed. Intermittent technologies,

9

See for example DECC 2013 Electricity Generation Costs,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/269888/131217_Electricity_Generation_cos
ts_report_December_2013_Final.pdf
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such as wind and solar have a limited ability to displace “firm” generation capacity needed
to ensure adequacy of supply, although they can displace the output from “firm” capacity. 10
As a consequence, more back-up capacity is needed to meet demand when intermittent
renewable generation is unable to do so.


Increased balancing cost. This can be the result of e.g. increased need for operating reserve,
driven by the intermittency of renewable generation technologies, or the result of the
generation pattern associated with a given technology – for instance, solar output peaks in
summer, when the demand in the GB system tends to be low, while the solar output in highdemand winter periods is lower.



Cost of necessary reinforcement of transmission and distribution networks. For
example, solar generation may cause significant reverse power flows (i.e., when power from
decentralised generation is exported to the grid by consumers) and trigger the need for
reinforcement of distribution networks. Or similarly, adding wind generation in the north of
Great Britain will require reinforcement of the transmission grid to enable this electricity to
be transported to the south, where much of the demand is located. As noted above, we have
made the conservative assumption that transmission reinforcement costs are fully reflected
through the transmission cost charging (TNUoS) regime, and are therefore already included
in the LCOE (as plant operating costs). This follows the approach we used for the CCC
study. 11 To the extent that the costs of reinforcing the transmission network are higher than
assumed in DECC’s 2013 LCOE estimates, however, the LCOEs shown above
underestimate the total network costs imposed by individual generators. 12



Cost of achieving a level of system carbon emissions. The emissions intensity of the
electricity system can be reduced by replacing fossil fuel based generation with a number of
different low-carbon generation technologies, including nuclear power, carbon capture and
storage technology (CCS) and renewable energy sources. If there are already high levels of
wind capacity on the system, then all of the output from additional wind capacity may not be
fully absorbed by the system. This is because wind conditions are typically correlated across
the network and in periods of high wind output some capacity may need to be curtailed.
Adding more intermittent technologies to the system means there is a need for more backup
and greater chance of curtailment. The least expensive way of providing backup or
replacing curtailed output may be to use diesel generators, open-cycle gas turbines, or
reciprocating engines. But because of the carbon target, relying on these backup
technologies leads to additional emissions, which have a cost. The costs associated with
increased emissions from backup capacity – or alternatively, with the use of low-carbon
backup capacity necessary to meet specific carbon targets – is reflected in our analysis.
These costs form a part of the SICs of renewable generation presented in the report.

As noted, Imperial’s WeSIM model estimates all of these overall system costs, but to be
conservative in estimating the additional costs that need to be added to the LCOEs of different
renewable technologies, we have focused on those costs that are “socialised”, and therefore not
paid directly by those that impose them on the system. That is, although generators pay for the
10

“Firm” capacity reflects the amount of electricity that can be guaranteed to be available to the system operator at a
particular time. Typically thermal generation plants, which are generally able to control when they turn on and off with a
high degree of reliability, are referred to as “firm” capacity.

11

NERA and Imperial (2015): System integration costs for alternative low carbon generation technologies – policy
implications, https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/system-integration-costs-for-alternative-low-carbon-generationtechnologies-policy-implications/

12

Ofgem has argued that TNUoS charges are cost-reflective, whereas NERA has argued elsewhere that they are an imperfect
reflection of the costs generators impose on the system. See “Assessing the Cost Reflectivity of Alternative TNUoS
Methodologies” (NERA, 2014), at www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/publications/2014/CostReflectivityReport.pdf.
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costs of e.g. balancing services, what they pay does not fully reflect the costs that they impose
on the system.

2.2.

The Implications for Policymaking and Renewable Subsidy
Regimes

The identification of system integration costs in addition to the cost (reflected in the LCOE) of
building and operating low-carbon generation capacity represents a critical input into planning
for a cost-effective transition towards a low-carbon electricity system.
It is important to bear in mind that the system integration costs will change as the generation
mix changes over time. In general, the cost of integrating a given amount of a particular
technology is likely to be lower the more flexible the system is. 13 The less flexible the system
(for example, if it already includes relatively high levels of intermittent generation but very
limited volumes of energy storage and demand-side response, the higher the additional system
integration costs of incorporating more intermittent or inflexible technologies. One of the policy
implications is therefore that it is important to promote system flexibility in order to bring down
system integration costs. At the same time, the additional flexibility may have costs which
would also in principle need to be added into the SIC. In our analysis we have not attempted to
estimate or reflect the cost of providing the additional flexibility, because there is still
substantial uncertainty about the costs of technologies like storage and demand side response
(DSR). Our SIC estimates are to this extent an under-estimate.
Support offered to renewable generators, such as the CfD FIT scheme, is constrained by a
budget cap agreed between HM Treasury and DECC, known as the Levy Control Framework
(LCF). The LCF is meant to control the cost of government energy policy passed on to final
consumers in their bill. Unfortunately the LCF budget only takes into account the direct
subsidy payments made to renewable generators without any consideration for the wider system
costs imposed by different generation technologies. These higher system costs feed directly into
energy bills, however, either in wholesale prices, or via additional charges paid by suppliers to
cover balancing the network, as well as transmission and distribution charges.
The breakdown of an average household dual fuel bill in 2014 is shown below. Most of the
SICs come from the greater need for back-up generation and ancillary services. These would
form part of the wholesale costs category below to cover the capital and operational costs of
back up generation such as gas CCGT and OCGT. However, part of it would also come through
the greater costs of the capacity market which would feed into the Environmental and social
obligation costs category below.

13

Flexibility is strongly influenced by the mix of generating capacity, but it is also related to the characteristics of demand –
as well as the amount of storage available to the system (which can, in effect, function as either supply or demand). We
provide more detail on our generation mix assumptions and the different flexibility scenarios in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.2
Household Dual Fuel Bill Components (2014) – Total £1,190

Source: Ofgem

The implication for policymakers from the analysis of whole system costs is that if they wish to
control the impact on consumer bills, and to control the costs imposed on consumers, then they
must consider the full costs that arise due to the deployment of new technologies and assets, not
simply the LCOE of a particular project, or the subsidy cost paid to low-carbon generators. The
SICs of selected renewable technologies, their dependence on system flexibility, and the
implications for policy were examined in a report by NERA and Imperial for the Committee on
Climate Change in 2015. 14 The current analysis builds on that earlier work and applies its
findings to the expected future policies to support renewables in the UK.

2.3.

Estimates of Whole System Costs for Selected Renewable
Technologies

In this section, we present our estimates of the system integration costs of different technologies
and add these to LCOE estimates published by DECC, to calculate and compare whole system
costs.
We estimate the system integration costs of different technology types relative to those of
nuclear generation. Nuclear is used as a benchmark as it has relatively low system integration
costs but also has low carbon emissions. Any technology can in principle be used as a
benchmark. We have used nuclear to make our results comparable to the study we carried out

14

NERA and Imperial (2015).
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for the CCC. The model used for this analysis carries out an integrated optimisation of
electricity system investment and operation. In order to determine the relative system
integration costs – measured in £/MWh – of a particular technology we replace 1 GW of nuclear
capacity with an amount of the given technology that will produce the same GWh output as 1
GW of nuclear. We then compare the total system costs per unit of replaced output under the
two cases, but only after netting off any differences arising from the differences between the
LCOE of nuclear and the LCOE of the technology in question.
We have estimated the system integration costs for four different levels of system flexibility
(Low, Low-Medium, Medium, and High flexibility) and use the Medium flexibility costs in our
main analysis. The system integration costs for different technologies from the Medium
flexibility scenario are presented below in section 2.3 and we present more information on the
alternative flexibility scenarios in Appendix A. Apart from the low flexibility scenario, all of
the scenarios assume a greater penetration than currently of technologies that are expected to
increase the flexibility of the electricity system, such as storage, DSR, electric vehicles, and
other technologies. The deployment of these technologies is able to offset the reduction in
flexibility due to changes in the generation mix.
Table 2.1
Definitions of System Flexibility Scenarios
Low flexibility
Technology Driver
DSR uptake
New storage
Demand Shifting
Capability
Electric vehicles
Heat
Smart appliances
I&C load

Low-medium flexibility

Unit
%
GW

2020
0%
-

2025
0%
-

2030
0%
-

2020
10%
-

2025
25%
-

2030
50%
-

GW
GW
GW
GW

-

-

-

0.05
0.18
0.56
0.30

0.52
0.76
1.47
0.79

2.47
2.21
3.02
1.69

Medium flexibility
2020
2025
2030
10%
25%
50%
1.00
2.50
5.00

0.05
0.18
0.56
0.30

0.52
0.76
1.47
0.79

2.47
2.21
3.02
1.69

High flexibility
2020
2025
2030
20%
50% 100%
2.00
5.00 10.00

0.10
0.35
1.11
0.59

1.05
1.51
2.94
1.58

4.94
4.43
6.03
3.38

All scenarios follow the same decarbonisation trajectory to 100g/kWh in 2030 and have the
same technology mix. 15 The CCC estimated that the grid intensity needs to be reduced from
current levels of around 350-400g/kWh to between 50-100g/kWh by 2030, in order to meet the
UK’s carbon budgets.
Table 2.2 shows our estimates of SICs alongside DECC’s estimates of LCOE for four
technology types (onshore wind, offshore wind, solar PV and biomass conversion) and the
corresponding whole system costs. The LCOE estimates are based on central values from
DECC’s Electricity Generation Costs report, published in December 2013. 16 Whole system
costs are calculated by adding the annual average system integration costs (SIC) over the
expected lifetime of a particular technology to the LCOE estimates. Note that these values are
presented for reference only, as we do not use DECC’s LCOE estimates directly when
simulating the outcome of potential future CfD auctions. Instead, we adjust DECC’s estimates

15

OCGT and CCGT capacity is optimised by the model and can therefore differ across flexibility scenarios (i.e. less backup
capacity is required in flexible systems). In 2030 we allow the model to adjust CCS capacity to reach the 100 g/kWh
intensity – less CCS is needed if system is more flexible and vice versa.

16

DECC’s LCOE estimates assume a discount rate of 10 percent and we report the values here for projects commissioning in
2020. DECC (2013) does not report an LCOE for biomass conversion commissioning beyond 2016, so we report the 2016
number here.
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to ensure that strike prices in the CfD auctions are consistent with the prices observed during the
first Auction in 2015.
Table 2.2
Comparison of Whole System Costs to DECC (2013) LCOEs, by Technology
LCOE
(DECC 2013)
Technology
Onshore Wind
Offshore Wind
Solar PV
Biomass Conversion

100
132
123
108

System Integration Costs
2020
2025
2030
£/MWh (2012 prices)
8 - 16
15 - 18
7-9
8
15
7
9
14
12
1
-3
-1

SIC
Average
2020-2030

Whole
System
Cost

10 - 14
10
12
-1

110 - 114
142
135
107

Source: LCOE estimates taken from DECC, Electricity Generation Costs, December 2013; System integration costs
and whole system cost figures are based on NERA/Imperial analysis.
Note:

SIC Average is calculated as the average across the three years shown. The whole system cost is
calculated as the LCOE plus the SIC average.

As noted above, the estimates presented here exclude transmission reinforcement costs, to allow
for the possibility that these are already reflected in the network charges that are reflected in
LCOEs. By excluding network costs completely, the SICs that we have used in our analysis
represent an underestimate of the total costs imposed by individual technologies on the system.
Imperial’s modelling finds, for example, that the transmission network reinforcement costs of
onshore wind are particularly high, at £5-9/MWh.
Transmission reinforcement is also related to the curtailment of generation (when plants are
forced by the system operator not to run because the system cannot accommodate their output).
More extensive reinforcement of the network can reduce curtailment costs. Onshore wind
therefore also faces relatively high curtailment costs in Imperial’s modelling. Because we
assume that the network will be reinforced as required and paid for efficiently through network
charges, we also make the conservative assumption in our subsequent policy modelling that
curtailment costs of onshore and offshore wind do not differ, even though there are reasons to
believe that the geographical location of onshore and offshore wind will result in differences.
For this reason, we have presented the onshore SICs as a range in Table 2.2, but we have used
the lower (more conservative) SIC assumption in our modelling of the policy options.
System integration costs for biomass conversion are close to zero, relative to those of nuclear
generation. In later years biomass conversion actually has lower system integration costs than
nuclear, due to the additional flexibility that biomass is able to offer compared to nuclear.
The SICs for onshore wind, offshore wind, and solar are due to the fact that their electricity
output is intermittent, and is not necessarily correlated with periods of high demand. In fact, as
more low marginal cost generation is deployed, prices may be reduced, particularly when
periods of high wind (and solar) output coincide with periods of low demand. This is related to
the so-called “merit order effect,” whereby intermittent renewables reduce the wholesale price
by displacing fuel-based technologies that have higher marginal costs. This effect is accounted
for in Imperial’s whole system cost modelling approach, which takes into account the full costs
of building and generating, using all of the capacity on the system.
The system integration costs of wind and solar increase in 2025, relative to their 2020 level,
before decreasing again slightly by 2030. This is due primarily to the assumptions about the
addition flexibility between 2025 and 2030, relative to the increase in intermittent capacity.
NERA Economic Consulting
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To derive an estimate of the system integration costs in each year, which are then used as inputs
to our CfD auction modelling (described in the following chapter), we interpolate between the
values for 2020, 2025 and 2030 shown in Table 2.2. In years prior to 2020 we have applied the
trend between 2020 and 2025 backwards. For all years after 2030, we assume that the system
integration costs remain constant at the 2030 level.
Because we are interested in modelling how SICs might be incorporated into the CfD auction
system, it is important for us to be able to denominate SICs in terms that are comparable to CfD
strike prices. Under the CfD regime, strike prices are awarded to successful projects for 15
years 17 – whereas SICs apply to a project over its entire lifetime. To calculate the “strike price
equivalent” of the SICs, we have therefore calculated the net present value of system integration
costs over the expected lifetime of each technology and then amortised this value over the 15
years of a CfD contract. 18 The resulting “equivalents” are also shown in Table 2.3. As
discussed below, these are the amounts by which a strike price would need to be adjusted to
make it reflect the SIC for each technology.
Table 2.3
CfD Strike Prices and SICs
2015
Strike Price Strike Price
Auction
Equivalent (including
Strike Price
SICs
SICs)
£/MWh (2012 prices)
Technology
Onshore Wind
79
13 - 18
92 - 97
Offshore Wind
114
13
127
Solar PV
79
17
96
Biomass Conversion
85
-1
84
Notes: 1. 2015 auction strike prices are the lowest strike prices for each technology that won CfDs
across the different target commissioning years.
2. We have excluded the winning bids for solar PV plants with a target commissioning year of
2015/16, as these projects subsequently withdrew from the process and did not agree CfDs.
3. The strike price equivalent figures are estimated by first calculating the net present value of
SICs over the technology lifetime and then amortising this value over the 15 years of a CfD
contract. The SICs shown here correspond to plants commissioning in 2020.
4. We show a range for onshore wind, reflecting uncertainties about curtailment costs, but use
the lowest value in our modelling of the CfD auctions.

Because Government did not hold an auction for biomass conversion in 2015, there is no public
information about the level at which this technology might bid. Moreover, under current rules
biomass conversion will not receive support after 2027, so it is not treated on an equal footing
with the other technologies, which receive support for 15 years. We have therefore developed
an estimate of how biomass conversion might bid into a competitive auction. We describe our
approach in section 3.3.

17

As discussed below, biomass conversion projects are not currently entitled to 15-year CFDs, because their support is due to
be discontinued after 2027, irrespective of their year of commissioning.

18

We use a social discount rate of 3.5 percent in these calculations, as the SICs are imposed on society (principally energy
consumers) as a whole.
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Policy Options for the CFD regime

SICs represent a material share of the total costs of some renewable technologies, and taking
SICs into account would result in a more efficient allocation of resources to these technologies,
allowing Government to achieve its targets at lower cost to consumers. If policymakers wanted
to take account of the whole system costs of supported technologies there are a variety of ways
they could do so. Policymakers could reform the wider regulatory regime for electricity to
make sure that all generators face clear price signals, reflecting the costs that they impose on the
system, e.g. making balancing charges more cost-reflective and making generators pay for their
impact on security of supply (the cost of the capacity market). Another way to take account of
whole system costs could be through the subsidy regime itself, in particular the CfD, both via
the contract terms and via the auctions used to allocate CfD contracts.

3.1.

Our Approach

We have developed two policy options to illustrate how the Government could take account of
whole system costs via the CfD regime. We compare these policy scenarios with a Base Case
reflecting the Government’s plans to hold three auctions for Pot 2 (less established technologies
such as offshore wind) before 2020. 19
Each of the policy option scenarios delivers the same amount of renewable electricity as the
Base Case, but does so at a lower cost to the consumer. We present the results of our analysis in
terms of the total cost to consumers (whole system costs) as well as how this total cost breaks
down into subsidy cost (under the CfD) and system integration cost.
The rationale for each policy option is set out below and the scenarios are described in Table 3.1.
The Base Case is a reflection of what we understand to be current Government policy, though
the dates and budgets for the three auctions for Pot 2 have not been published. In the Base Case
we assume that the budget available for the Pot 2 auctions is approximately the same as the
Government released for the 2015 auctions – around £260m/year per auction (2012 prices). This
should be enough to support over 1.3GW of offshore wind in each auction and close to 4GW of
offshore wind in total (assuming falling costs as per DECC 2013).

19

This is in line with commitments made in the recent speech on a new direction for UK energy policy, made on 18
November 2015 by Amber Rudd, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change. The speech is available online here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/amber-rudds-speech-on-a-new-direction-for-uk-energy-policy
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Table 3.1
CfD Auction Scenario Descriptions
Scenario
1

Description
Base Case
- 3 auctions for Pot 2 only (2017, 2018 and 2019)
- Budget sufficient for over 1GW offshore wind per auction, around £260m/auction

PO1

Policy Option 1: Market based solution
- 3 auctions for Pot 1 and Pot 2 (minimum for offshore of 0.5GW per auction)
- Pot 1 budget modelled to achieve the same renewable TWh as in Base Case
- Pot 1 includes biomass conversion (15 year CfDs)
- CM revenues: Allow CfD technologies to bid into the Capacity Market (based on derating
factors to reflect their reliable capacity)
- CfD reference price harmonisation: All technologies have same CfD reference price (i.e. no
distinction between intermittent and baseload reference prices)

PO2

Policy Option 2: Administrative SIC handicaps
- 3 auctions for Pot 1 and Pot 2 (minimum for offshore of 0.5GW per auction)
- Pot 1 budget modelled to achieve the same renewable TWh as in Base Case
- Pot 1 includes biomass conversion (15 year CfDs)
- Auction handicaps added to bids (reflecting their technology's System Integration Cost
(SIC)).
- CM revenues: no CM revenues for CfD plant
- CfD reference price: separate reference prices for intermittent and baseload (as in current
system)

Policy Option 1, the “market-based solution” seeks to use competition and market forces to
level the playing field between different technologies. We allow a Pot 1 auction that is also
open to biomass conversion and enable competition on an equal basis by assuming biomass
conversion receives a 15-year CfD contract similar to the other Pot 1 technologies. This
scenario also uses market prices to better reflect the system costs that different technologies
impose. First, all new CfD projects are able to earn Capacity Market (CM) revenues (and
therefore if a renewable generator is able to provide reliable backup or respond flexibly to
demand the value that this contributes to the system is rewarded). 20 Second, all CfD projects
are paid against the same reference price (season ahead, the current baseload reference price) in
order to better reflect the actual value of renewable electricity generated at different times of
day and at times of shortage versus times of excess supply. 21 More details on the specific
20

The current CfD and CM rules prohibit projects from receiving support from both schemes – in order to avoid the risk of
double-subsidy. However, in the Impact Assessment for the Capacity Mechanism from 2013, DECC set out that this
prohibition would not necessarily be in place once CfDs were allocated through competition. DECC noted that “it may be
desirable to ensure low carbon plants that can provide reliable capacity […] are rewarded through the Capacity Market.”
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48374/5356-annex-c-emr-capacity-marketdesign-and-implementat.pdf). DECC has also stated publicly that the rationale for denying renewable generators access to
the Capacity Market was relevant only while prices were being set administratively, rather than via competitive auction
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/209280/15398_TSO_Cm_8637_DECC_Ele
ctricity_Market_Reform_web_optimised.pdf, paragraph 49).

21

In contrast, the current CfD contract has a separate reference price for intermittent technologies like wind and solar to
protect them from the fact that they cannot necessarily produce electricity when market prices are high. The rationale for
this was that intermittent producers cannot control their output and so there is no point incentivising them to produce when
the market prices are high (demand is high). However, failing to expose large amounts of generation to market prices
exacerbates the problem that such technologies cannot supply the market when it needs it most (but only when the wind is
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assumptions regarding CM revenues and CfD reference prices are shown below. We maintain a
minimum of offshore wind in Pot 2 of 500 MW per auction, to be consistent with the
Government’s objective to promote technological learning and cost reduction in that technology.
Policy Option 2 involves the Government setting handicaps within the CfD auction to reflect the
different SICs of different technologies. The project bids would then be ranked according to
their bid plus their handicap (based on their technology category). By capturing these
additional system costs the auction will allocate contracts more efficiently to lower-cost
technologies (measured in terms of their whole system costs) and therefore will reduce the total
cost ultimately borne by consumers.

3.2.

Evaluation of Policy Options

In this section we assess the policy options against the Base Case in terms of the total cost to
consumers (whole system costs approach) as well as analysing the individual components of
subsidy cost (impact on the LCF) and system integration cost (SIC). Full, detailed modelling
results are summarised in Appendix B.
Our results suggest that consumers could save significant amounts on their electricity bill in the
policy option scenarios compared with the Base Case. In the market-based scenario (Policy
Option 1) consumers would pay around £2.2bn less than in the Base Case. In the administrative
handicaps scenario (Policy Option 2) consumers would pay around £1.9bn less than in the Base
Case. 22 In either case, the amount of renewable electricity supported is the same as in the Base
Case (around 230 TWh, or 15 TWh per year).
There are two main reasons that the Base Case is more expensive. First, in the Base Case the
Government holds auctions only for Pot 2 and awards CfD subsidy contracts mainly to
relatively high-cost offshore wind. The rationale provided by the Government for doing so is
that building large amounts of offshore wind will lead to learning-by-doing and the creation of a
UK supply chain which will bring down costs for future offshore wind. It has been beyond the
scope of this project to assess the overall impact on consumers over time if such learning in
offshore wind did lead to future cost-reductions. However, we have maintained a minimum
amount of offshore wind in the policy scenarios in order to ensure that the potential for learning
and cost-reductions remains. There is no clear literature or consensus on how much deployment
is needed to drive down costs and the Government has not set out its view on the right balance
between adding higher costs to consumers in the short to medium term in order to reduce their
costs in the longer term. In the absence of any clear Government view about how much offshore
wind deployment is needed, we have assumed that at least 1.5GW over three auctions is the
minimum.
The second reason why costs to consumers are higher in the Base Case is that it supports larger
amounts of intermittent technologies, which have higher system integration costs (SIC). By
contrast, although the policy scenarios maintain the minimum level of offshore wind to drive
long-term cost reductions, around half of the renewable electricity supported comes from
technologies such as biomass conversion, Energy from Waste (EfW), and Advanced
Conversion Technologies (ACT) which have lower SICs because they are controllable
(dispatchable), rather than intermittent. This means they do not require back-up generation to

blowing or the sun is shining). This policy option therefore exposes intermittent generators to a greater extent to market
prices, reflecting the system integration costs they impose and potentially incentivising greater responsiveness to market
need (e.g. through the addition of a battery to a wind farm).
22

Savings are calculated as the net present value over time.
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be built in order to meet the security of supply standard at times when they do not generate. In
fact technologies such as biomass conversion would be able to offer reliable back-up generation.
Table 3.2 below shows the costs and the technology mix of projects awarded CfDs in each of
the scenarios.
Table 3.2
Results - Costs and Technology Mix
Base Case

PO1 (MarketBased)

PO2 (SIC
Handicaps)

0
260
780

105
125
585

145
145
725

Capacity contracted for (MW)
Onshore
Solar
Biomass
EfW
Offshore
ACT

0
0
0
0
3,966
149

628
551
500
294
1,857
167

404
465
500
294
1,857
210

Cost (£m, 2012 prices)
Costs Covered by LCF (+ Capacity Market)
System Integration Cost (SIC)
Total

6,418
1,433
7,851

4,783
877
5,661

5,100
805
5,904

Scenario Name
CfD budget per auction (£m, 2012 prices)
Pot 1 (per auction)
Pot 2 (per auction)
Total Budget Release (2 x Pot 1, 3 x Pot 2)

Notes:
1. Each scenario achieves approximately 230 TWh of renewable electricity over the lifetime of the
CfD contracts awarded.
2. We model three Pot 2 auctions (in 2016, 2017 and 2018) and two Pot 1 auctions (in 2016 and
2017).
3. Cost is the net present value, calculated over the lifetime of the CfD contracts at a 3.5 percent
discount rate.

The results show that allowing biomass conversion to compete with other established
technologies in Pot 1 and allocating budget to Pot 1 as well as Pot 2 could save consumers
around £2.2bn. Policy option 1 reduces the Pot 2 budget to £125m for each of the three
auctions and achieves deployment of offshore wind of 1.9 GW (mainly post 2020). The Pot 1
budget released is £105m but only two auctions are needed to deliver the same amount of
renewable generation as in the Base Case. This scenario delivers around 630 MW of onshore
wind and 550 MW of solar as well as 500 MW of biomass conversion, 290 MW of EfW and
170 MW of ACT.
In Policy Option 2, where technologies have SIC based handicaps, projects are ranked in the
auction according to their bid plus SIC handicap. This changes the projects that win the auction
and the clearing price. This leads to a somewhat higher clearing price in both Pot 1 and Pot 2
and to higher budgets required in both pots, compared to Policy Option 1. In this scenario there
is around 400 MW of onshore and 470 MW of solar. The scenario also delivers 500 MW of
biomass conversion, 210 MW of ACT and 290 MW of EfW. Again only two Pot 1 auctions are
required before we meet the renewable generation target from the Base Case. The average cost
(per MWh) could be even lower if we held a third auction (even though the renewable
generation target would be over-delivered).
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We recognise that current Government policy is to cease subsidising onshore wind. However,
we have chosen to model scenarios in which onshore wind is allowed to compete, in order to
maximise the technology neutrality of the auctions and ensure that competition allows for the
maximum savings for consumers. Of course, if the Government wished to limit the deployment
of onshore wind there are several ways within the existing CfD policy framework that would
enable it to do so. 23
The costs of each scenario and the savings relative to the Base Case are shown below in Figure
3.1 and Figure 3.2. The costs of the two Policy Option scenarios are significantly lower than
the Base Case. As shown in Figure 3.2 below, the policy option scenarios save around £1.9-2.2
billion for consumers. If the £1.9-2.2 billion were paid for directly by the 26 million UK
households, it would amount to £73-85 per household. The annual cost over 18 years would be
around £150 million (from 2017-2035, assuming a 3.5% social discount rate).
Figure 3.1
Incremental Costs under Alternative Policy Scenarios
£bn
(2012
prices)

9
7.9
8
7

1.4
5.9

5.7
6

0.8

0.9

5
4
3

6.4
4.8

5.1

PO1 (Market-Based)

PO2 (SIC Handicaps)

2
1
0
Base Case

Costs Covered by LCF
(+ Capacity Market)

23

System Integration Cost

For example, it could set the maximum strike price at a level deemed to be consistent with “non-subsidy”. Or the
Government could set a maximum capacity limit, which it is able to do under the CfD auction regulations. Finally, the
Government also could use the planning regime to constrain onshore developments to those areas where residents were in
favour of them (an approach already being implemented by the Government).
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Figure 3.2
Savings for Consumers Relative to Base Case Policy Scenario

£bn
(2012
prices)

3

2.2
1.9

2

0.6
0.6

2

1
1.6
1.3
1

0
Base Case

PO1 (Market-Based)

Costs Covered by LCF
(+ Capacity Market)

PO2 (SIC Handicaps)

System Integration Cost

Further details about the two Policy Options, as well as additional and more detailed results, are
provided in Appendix A.

3.3.

Key Data and Assumptions

The data we have used to populate our model are drawn from DECC publications, rather than
proprietary information about technology costs or the supply curve of projects. This is to
facilitate a transparent and open discussion about the policy options. Our input data and
assumptions are described in more detail in Appendix C. Technology cost data are taken from
DECC’s Electricity Generation Costs report (December 2013), as are assumptions about project
lifetimes, investor rates of return (hurdle rates), and load factors. Biomass fuel costs are taken
from the Renewables Obligation banding review for the period 2013-17. 24 Technology annual
build limits are taken from DECC’s Electricity Market Reform final Delivery Plan (December
2013), and wholesale price projections from DECC’s latest Emissions and Energy Projections
(UEP, Annex M, December 2015).
To generate the supply curve of available projects we have combined the DECC technology
cost data with the pipeline of projects included in DECC’s Renewable Energy Project Database
(REPD). We also add in generic new entrant projects to reflect the fact that there may be new
projects developed over the next few years. Details are provided in Appendix C.
Biomass conversion was not included in the first CfD auction, so we do not have an existing
auction outcome to which we can use to calibrate our strike prices. In 2013 the Government
published an administrative strike price for biomass conversion of £105/MWh (2012 prices). In
January 2016 the European Commission published a State Aid investigation notice for the Drax
unit 1 early CfD contract (also known as investment contracts, or FIDeR contracts), and a letter
to the UK Government in which it confirmed that the strike price for this CfD contract would be

24

DECC, Government response to the consultation on proposals for the levels of banded support under the Renewables
Obligation for the period 2013-17 and the Renewables Obligation Order 2012, July 2012.
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revised down to £100/MWh (2012 prices). 25 This strike price would be to support a unit for
around 11 years (to 2027). In order to calculate an administrative strike price for a future Pot 1
auction including biomass conversion, we have converted this 11 year strike price of
£100/MWh into an equivalent strike price for a 15 year CfD contract. This reduces the strike
price to almost £95/MWh. 26
We then adjust this number to reflect the influence that exposure to a competitive bidding
environment is likely to have on realised strike prices. In the 2015 auctions, winning bids were
11-18 percent below the administrative strike prices set by DECC. We have taken a relatively
conservative assumption that any winning biomass conversion strike price would bid into the
auction at 10 percent below its administrative strike price. The biomass conversion bid is
therefore assumed to be £85/MWh for delivery in 2018/19. 27 Figure 3.3 shows how we have
derived our bid assumption for the policy scenarios.
Figure 3.3
Derivation of Biomass Conversion Strike Price Bid Assumption

Projects bid for delivery years which reflect their lead times (assumptions on project
construction periods and lead times are also taken from DECC Electricity Generation Costs,
2013). We assume that solar PV projects do not bid for the last delivery year in each auction as
it would be difficult for such projects to meet the CfD contract clause on the milestone delivery
date.

25

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/257954/257954_1720554_105_2.pdf

26

In order to estimate the equivalent 15 year strike price we calculated the net present value of revenues under the 11 year
support contract at £100/MWh, assuming that the plant continues to operate for a further 11 years (the expected lifetime of
a biomass conversion plant set out in DECC’s electricity generation costs report from December 2013 is 22 years)
receiving just the wholesale electricity price for its output. We then set the strike price for a 15 year CfD contract
(assuming wholesale price revenues for the remaining 7 years) such that the net present value of revenues over the 22 year
lifetime equals that for the 11 year support contract.

27

We also assume a preference for earlier contract allocation from the generator’s side. Later bids are higher by around
£3/MWh for every year of delay within a given auction round to reflect time preference, the cost of capital and policy risk.
For example biomass bids start at £85/MWh in the first possible commissioning year, rising to £88/MWh in the next year.
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In Policy Option 1 (“market-based solution”) we assume that CfD projects can receive CM
revenues by participating in the CM auctions, and that the CfD contract is changed so that all
technologies are remunerated relative to the same reference price. The CM revenues are
assumed to be available to all CfD technologies, but a de-rating factor is applied to determine
the reliable capacity that they can bid in. These de-rating factors are taken from Ofgem and
National Grid reports on the capacity market. The long-term equilibrium clearing price for the
capacity market is uncertain, but we have used the DECC assumption of the cost of new entry
CCGT (“net CONE”) of £49/kW/yr. 28
If the CfD reference price were harmonised so that all technologies (baseload and intermittent)
were remunerated against the same index (the season-ahead price index) this would better
reflect the value of the electricity generated. Electricity generated when either demand is low or
generation from other plants is high (or both) is less valuable. Harmonising the reference price
would create a strong incentive to produce electricity at times when consumer demand is high.
(For intermittent generators this would incentivise innovation in the use of storage.) The
implication of this policy change would be that, relative to the current rules, intermittent
generators would likely capture lower wholesale price revenues. We have analysed the
correlation between wind output and price formation over recent years and found that the prices
captured by wind generators have been up to £10 lower per MWh than the average price over
the year, although typically the difference is not so pronounced. We have therefore applied an
assumption that the price captured by wind generators would be £5/MWh less than the
wholesale price index. For solar, output data for the UK is limited and we expect that the
correlations are not as strong (partly due to the fact that there is less “price cannibalisation” than
for wind). We have therefore used a lower assumption of a £2.5/MWh penalty against the
wholesale price. For more information on the analysis underlying these assumptions see
Appendix C.

28

DECC, Electricity Market Reform – Capacity Market: Impact Assessment, 23 June 2014.
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Conclusions

As the UK electricity system decarbonises it will be important to maintain the costs to
consumers as low as possible. The system integration costs are a potentially significant part of
the cost picture. For some technologies SICs can add 10 percent or more to the cost of
electricity and they need to be taken into account by the Government in its policy decisions if it
is truly to control the impact on consumer bills.
The system integration costs depend on the technology mix on the system and the level of
flexibility (though costs of additional flexibility can also be considered system integration
costs). The SICs presented above are not fully captured in the costs and prices faced by the
developers and operators of intermittent generation capacity. Instead they are “socialised” in a
way that does not differentiate between generators that impose high costs on the system and
those that do not. All costs are then passed on to consumers through retail prices. This means
that generators do not have strong incentives to minimise such costs.
The Government should consider reforming the regulatory charging arrangements and/or the
CfD regime in order to better reflect the system integration costs of different renewable
technologies. We have analysed two ways the Government could better reflect SICs when
allocating CfD contracts.


Policy Option 1 (Market-based approach): exposing renewable generators to more market
prices reflecting their system costs (CM revenues and CfD reference price harmonisation);



Policy Option 2 (Administrative SIC handicaps): including handicaps in the CfD auction
which reflect technologies’ system costs. The Government would set the handicaps.

Both policy options could save consumers significant costs compared to a Base Case in which
the Government follows currently announced plans to hold auctions only for the less established
technologies like offshore wind. The total savings from each option, which deliver the same
volume of renewable generation, are around £2 billion in net present value terms.
Both options promote greater competition between technologies by merging Pots 1 and 3. In
order to allow competition on a level playing field we assume the Government provides CfD
contracts to biomass conversion on the same terms as other renewable technologies – i.e. for 15
years rather than terminating the contract by 2027.
The advantage of the market based solution is that it enables markets (the capacity market and
the wholesale market) to transmit efficient price signals about scarcity to generators and
incentivises them to respond. It avoids the need for continued Government intervention through
estimating or setting prices. This would also help to promote the move towards technologyneutral competition among renewable and other low-carbon energy sources. Generators would
need to reach their own views concerning likely future revenues from the capacity market, and
the implications of the reference price for how much value they can capture from the wholesale
price. They could then factor those revenue streams into their decision about the level of their
bids for a CfD contract.
It might be possible to schedule the CM and CfD auctions such that bidders in the CfD auction
knew the outcome of the CM auction (and their projected revenues) before bidding for a CfD.
However, generators might not have certainty about their CM revenues and therefore might
want to factor in the risk that they do not win in the CM auction, or that the price is significantly
lower than expected. This could then lead them to apply a discount to the expected revenues.
Harmonising the CfD reference price would require changing the terms in the CfD contract, but
there is a process that has been elaborated within the CfD rules for how this type of change
NERA Economic Consulting
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Conclusions

could be implemented. It would reduce the benefit of the CfD to intermittent generators and
lead to them requiring higher strike prices to achieve the same return.
The advantage of the administrative SIC handicap option is that it potentially captures the full
SICs for each technology. It does not include the SIC in the strike price paid to CfD generators
(as this would charge consumers twice). Instead the handicaps are used to rank project bids in
the CfD auction, ensuring that the SICs are taken into account in the allocation of contracts.
Although it would be the most cost-reflective approach, the administrative SIC handicap option
would rely on the Government’s ability to set the SIC handicaps correctly. It therefore puts a
high premium on Government modelling results and the underlying assumptions. The process
the Government would follow, what tools or models it would need to use, and at what points in
the process it would consult with industry and other stakeholders would all need to be
determined.
The risk of LCF overspend is not greatly increased by any of these policy options. The Office
for Budgetary Responsibility (OBR) has projected costs under the LCF out to the 2020/21
financial year and concluded that it is likely to overspend by £1.3 billion in 2020/21. 29 This is
within the 20 percent headroom mechanism included in the LCF rules, but will still be a
concern for the Government. However, one of the main reasons behind this overspend is the
drop in wholesale electricity prices (linked to the global drop in oil and gas prices). In terms of
the impact on the consumer this is likely to mean that, although the LCF costs have gone up, the
overall electricity bill will be lower in net terms (as the part of a household’s dual fuel bill that
is comprised of subsidies to low-carbon technologies and other environmental and social
subsidies is relatively small at around 8 percent). 30

29

The OBR estimates of Environmental Levies are included in the fiscal supplementary table 2.7 to the November 2015
Economic and Fiscal Outlook, available here: http://budgetresponsibility.org.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlooknovember-2015/. The OBR forecasts that the combined costs of the Feed-in Tariff (for small-scale generators), Renewable
Obligation and Contracts for Difference schemes will be £11.2 billion in 2020/21 in nominal prices. The combined cost
converted to 2011/12 prices is £8.9 billion, which is approximately 17 percent more than the LCF cap of £7.6 billion (in
2020/21 prices).

30

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/information-consumers/domestic-consumers/understanding-energy-bills
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Detailed Policy Option Modelling Results

A.1. Policy Option Modelling Results
Below we set out the detailed modelling results for the Base Case and the two scenarios:
-

Base Case: Three Pot 2 auctions only

-

Policy Option 1: Market based solution

-

Policy Option 2: Administrative SIC handicaps

These central results are all based on the Medium system flexibility assumptions, which are the
results presented above in the main body of the report. The definition of the Medium flexibility
scenario is set out in Appendix C. We have used the Medium flexibility scenario in our main
results to ensure they are comparable to the study NERA and Imperial College carried out for
the CCC in 2015. However, as noted in the main report, the cost of the storage and demand side
response capacities in the Medium flexibility scenario are not included within this report, so our
SIC estimates are to this extent an under-estimate.
We also show in section A.2 the impact that different system flexibility assumptions have on
our policy option modelling costs – although again, the cost of delivering the level of flexibility
represented by each scenario is not reflected in our cost estimates.
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Figure A.1
Base Case Detailed Results
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Figure A.2
Policy Option 1: Market Based Solution Detailed Results
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Figure A.3
Policy Option 2: Administrative SIC Handicaps Detailed Results
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Impact of System Flexibility on the Cost of the Policy Scenarios

Figure A.4 shows the main results of our analysis of policy option costs (broken down into costs
covered by the LCF and capacity market as well as system integration costs) based on the same
assumptions as the results presented in Chapter 3 of the main report, but with different levels of
system flexibility. These results show that total costs are higher in a less flexible electricity
system, but the differences between the two Policy Scenarios and the Base Case do not change
much when we change the assumptions about system flexibility. The LCF and capacity market
costs are the same under the Base Case and Policy Option 1 for all flexibility scenarios, with
only system integration costs varying. In Policy Option 2 the system integration costs are
incorporated into the project bids and as a result the degree of flexibility in the system
influences both the LCF cost component as well as the system integration cost component of the
costs.
Figure A.4
Policy Scenario Costs Under Different System Flexibility Assumptions
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Whole System Costs: Imperial’s WeSIM Model

In this section we describe our approach to estimating system integration costs and whole
system costs, and describe the model used (Imperial’s WeSIM model, or Whole-electricity
System Investment Model). We also present the system integration cost estimates for the
alternative flexibility scenarios that we considered.

B.1.

Our Approach and Scenarios

As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, we estimate system integration costs for three time
periods – 2020, 2025 and 2030, and for four different levels of system flexibility (flexibility
scenarios). All scenarios follow the same decarbonisation trajectory to 100g/kWh in 2030 and
have broadly the same technology mix (see section below). The key parameters that inform the
different flexibility scenarios are set out below in Table B.1.
In the report we concentrate on the Medium flexibility scenario, however it should be stressed
that there are different levels of system flexibility that could develop over the next 15 years.
Further, we have not attempted to estimate the costs of this added flexibility as the cost of key
flexibility technologies (such as Demand Side Response (DSR) and electricity storage) is
subject to considerable uncertainty. However, adding these costs could increase the system
integration cost estimates.
Table B.1
System Flexibility Scenarios
Low flexibility
Technology Driver
DSR uptake
New storage
Demand Shifting
Capability
Electric vehicles
Heat
Smart appliances
I&C load

B.2.

Low-medium flexibility

Unit
%
GW

2020
0%
-

2025
0%
-

2030
0%
-

2020
10%
-

2025
25%
-

2030
50%
-

GW
GW
GW
GW

-

-

-

0.05
0.18
0.56
0.30

0.52
0.76
1.47
0.79

2.47
2.21
3.02
1.69

Medium flexibility
2020
2025
2030
10%
25%
50%
1.00
2.50
5.00

0.05
0.18
0.56
0.30

0.52
0.76
1.47
0.79

2.47
2.21
3.02
1.69

High flexibility
2020
2025
2030
20%
50% 100%
2.00
5.00 10.00

0.10
0.35
1.11
0.59

1.05
1.51
2.94
1.58

4.94
4.43
6.03
3.38

System Integration Costs for Different Levels of Flexibility

In Chapter 2 of the main report we present our estimates of the SICs for the Medium flexibility
scenario, which we have used as the basis of our main modelling analysis. Figure B.1 below
presents our estimates of SICs in 2020, 2025 and 2030 for four technology types (onshore and
offshore wind, solar PV and biomass conversion) in each of the flexibility scenarios that we
have considered and which are described in the previous section.
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Figure B.1
SICs for Different Flexibility Scenarios

Source: Imperial analysis
Note:

As discussed above (section 2.3) for our modelling of CfD auctions, we assume that onshore
wind has a lower SIC than shown here, with a net cost the same as that of offshore wind.

The SICs for biomass conversion are close to zero in all scenarios, reflecting the fact that
biomass plants are “dispatchable” and therefore able to control, with a relatively high degree of
certainty, when they turn on and off. For the other technologies - which are all intermittent
forms of generation - the greater the degree of flexibility in the electricity system, the lower are
the SICs. For example, SICs in 2030 (dark grey bars in the charts) rise to almost £50/MWh for
solar PV and around £30/MWh for onshore wind in the “Low flexibility” scenario. In contrast
they are around £10/MWh or lower for the two technologies under the “High flexibility
scenario”.
Another key trend is that SICs are generally increasing over time. This is largely explained by
change in the generation mix over time. In later years we assume that there is significantly more
intermittent generation capacity already on the system. This has the effect of decreasing the
degree of flexibility over time within a given “flexibility scenario”.
The SIC components are further broken down for each scenario by the type of cost that is
incurred. For example, in Figure B.2, Figure B.3 and Figure B.4 the SIC costs in 2020, 2025
and 2030, respectively, are shown by flexibility scenario and the constituent components of the
SIC – mainly CCGT and OCGT opex and capex, and some coal opex. This means that in order
to maintain security of supply and the other constraints (such as reducing carbon emissions),
when replacing 1GW of nuclear with the energy equivalent amount of onshore wind, the model
will build some new CCGT and OCGT and run these at least some of the time.
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Figure B.2
SIC Relative to Nuclear by Flexibility Scenario 2020 - Component Breakdown

Source: Imperial College
Note:

As discussed above (section 2.3), for our modelling of CfD auctions, we assume that onshore
wind has a lower SIC than shown here, with a net cost the same as that of offshore wind.
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Figure B.3
SIC Relative to Nuclear by Flexibility Scenario 2025 - Component Breakdown

Source: Imperial College
Note:

As discussed above (section 2.3), for our modelling of CfD auctions, we assume that onshore
wind has a lower SIC than shown here, with a net cost the same as that of offshore wind.
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Figure B.4
SIC Relative to Nuclear by Flexibility Scenario 2030 - Component Breakdown

Source: Imperial College
Note:

B.3.

As discussed above (section 2.3), for our modelling of CfD auctions, we assume that onshore
wind has a lower SIC than shown here, with a net cost the same as that of offshore wind.

Key Data and Assumptions

Below we set out the key assumptions we have made in the SIC modelling on:


Fuel prices



Levelised costs of electricity



Carbon targets



Security of supply targets



Electricity imports and exports and interconnection

Fuel prices are taken from DECC 2015 Fossil Fuel Price Assumptions, November 2015 (Central
projection). The levelised cost of electricity for all technologies is taken from DECC Electricity
Generation Costs (December 2013).
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Table B.2
Fuel and Carbon Price Assumptions
Fuel price

Gas (p/therm)
Coal ($/t)
Oil ($/bbl)
Biomass (£/MWh)
Carbon (£/t)

2020
52.3
69.3
85.0
24.3
27.2

2025
66.8
82.7
120.0
24.3
53.3

2030
68.3
87.0
120.0
24.3
74.6

In terms of carbon targets we have assumed that GB will aim for 100 g/kWh in 2030. There are
no specific targets in 2020 or 2025 but emissions intensity is reduced towards the 2030 target.
The electricity system is assumed to target and achieve a security of supply standard defined as
per the Government’s current target as a Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) equal to 3 hours a
year.
Electricity imports and exports are assumed to offset each other over the course of a year so that
GB is energy neutral in net terms.
The technology mix that is assumed to be deployed out to 2030 follows roughly the CCC’s
latest projections for the fifth carbon budget. However, in line with the Government’s
announcement on CCS and the termination of the CCS demonstration competition we have
reduced the amount of CCS assumed to be deployed before 2030.
Table B.3
Technology Deployment Assumptions
2020
Nuclear
Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Solar
CCS*
Biomass
Domestic heat
Commercial heat
Other domestic
Other commercial
Rail transport
Road transport (EVs)
Agriculture
Total

2025

2030

Generation capacity (MW)
9.5
10.5
11.6
12.3
15
18
10.2
17.6
25
10.2
15.1
20
0
0.6
5.5
3.6
3.6
3.6
Demand (TWh)
34.4
38.4
39.9
20
21.8
24.2
78.4
85.6
93
163.5
174.5
188
5.5
7.8
11
1.9
8
18.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
307.6
340
379

Notes: Technology mix is roughly consistent with the CCC’s projections for the fifth carbon budget.
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* CCS deployment has been reduced in 2020 and 2025 in light of recent Government
announcements, but meets the same deployment by 2030 as assumed by the CCC.

B.4.

Whole-systems Modelling of the Electricity Sector

When considering system benefits of enabling technologies such as storage, Demand-Side
Response (DSR), interconnection and flexible generation, it is important to consider two key
aspects:


Different time horizons: from long-term investment-related time horizon to real-time
balancing on a second-by-second scale; this is important as the alternative balancing
technologies can both contribute to savings in generation and network investment as well as
increasing the efficiency of system operation.



Different assets in the electricity system: generation assets (from large-scale to distributed
small-scale), transmission network (national and interconnections), and local distribution
network operating at various voltage levels. This is important as alternative balancing
technologies may be placed at different locations in the system and at different scales. For
example, bulk storage is normally connected to the national transmission network, while
highly distributed technologies may be connected to local low-voltage distribution networks.

Figure B.5
Balancing Electricity Supply and Demand across Different Time Horizons
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Planning
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System
Balancing

Capturing the interactions across different time scales and across different asset types is
essential for the analysis of future low-carbon electricity systems that includes alternative
balancing technologies such as storage and demand side response. Clearly, applications of those
technologies may improve not only the economics of real time system operation, but they can
also reduce the investment into generation and network capacity in the long-run.
In order to capture these effects and in particular trade-offs between different flexible
technologies, it is critical that they are all modelled in a single integrated modelling framework.
In order to meet this requirement we have developed WeSIM, a comprehensive system analysis
model that is able to simultaneously balance long-term investment decisions against short-term
operation decisions, across generation, transmission and distribution systems, in an integrated
fashion.
This holistic model provides optimal decisions for investing into generation, network and/or
storage capacity (both in terms of volume and location), in order to satisfy the real-time supplydemand balance in an economically optimal way, while at the same time ensuring efficient
levels of security of supply. The WeSIM has been extensively tested in previous projects
NERA Economic Consulting
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studying the interconnected electricity systems of the UK and the rest of Europe. 31 An
advantage of WeSIM over most traditional models is that it is able to simultaneously consider
system operation decisions and capacity additions to the system, with the ability to quantify
trade-offs of using alternative mitigation measures, such as DSR and storage, for real-time
balancing and transmission and distribution network and/or generation reinforcement
management. For example, the model captures potential conflicts and synergies between
different applications of distributed storage in supporting intermittency management at the
national level and reducing necessary reinforcements in the local distribution network.

B.5.

WeSIM Problem Formulation

WeSIM carries out an integrated optimisation of electricity system investment and operation
and considers two different time horizons: (i) short-term operation with a typical resolution of
one hour or half an hour (while also taking into account frequency regulation requirements),
which is coupled with (ii) long-term investment i.e. planning decisions with the time horizon of
typically one year (the time horizons can be adjusted if needed). All annual investment
decisions and 8,760 hourly operation decisions are determined simultaneously in order to
achieve an overall optimality of the solution. An overview of the WeSIM model structure is
given in Figure B.6.
Figure B.6
Structure of the Whole-electricity System Investment Model (WeSIM)
Generation Data:
technical and cost
characteristics

Renewable Generation
Data (chronological):
wind, solar, hydro , etc.

Storage Data

Load (chronological)
and DSR Data

T&D Network
Configuration and Cost
Characteristics

Dynamic System Investment Model
Optimisation Model
Objective function: Minimise the sum of the investment cost in
generation, transmission, distribution and storage capacity
and generation operating cost

Investment decisions:
Generation, transmission, and storage capacities and locations;
distribution network reinforcement

Operating decisions:
Overall system operation cost;
Generation dispatch including RES curtailment
Operation of storage and DSR
Emissions from electricity generation
Power flows

The objective function of WeSIM is to minimise the overall system cost, which consists of
investment and operating cost:

31

WeSIM model, in various forms, has been used in a number of recent European projects to quantify the system
infrastructure requirements and operation cost of integrating large amounts of renewable electricity in Europe. The projects
include: (i) “Roadmap 2050: A Practical Guide to a Prosperous, Low Carbon Europe” and (ii)“Power Perspective 2030: On
the Road to a Decarbonised Power Sector”, both funded by European Climate Foundation (ECF); (iii) “The revision of the
Trans-European Energy Network Policy (TEN-E)” funded by the European Commission; and (iv) “Infrastructure Roadmap
for Energy Networks in Europe (IRENE-40)” funded by the European Commission within the FP7 programme.
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The investment cost includes the (annualised) capital cost of new generating and storage
units, the capital cost of new interconnection capacity, and the reinforcement cost of
transmission and distribution networks. In the case of storage, the capital cost can also
include the capital cost of storage energy capacity, which determines the amount of energy
that can be stored. Various types of investment costs are annualised by using the appropriate
Weighted-Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and the estimated economic life of the asset.
Both of these parameters are provided as inputs to the model, and their values can vary
significantly between different technologies.



System operating cost consists of the annual generation operating cost and the cost of
energy not served (load-shedding). Generation operating cost consists of: (i) variable cost
which is a function of electricity output, (ii) no-load cost (driven by efficiency), and (iii)
start-up cost. Generation operating cost is determined by two input parameters: fuel prices
and carbon prices (for technologies which are carbon emitters).



There are a number of equality and inequality constraints that need to be respected by the
model while minimising the overall cost. These include:
− Power balance constraints, which ensure that supply and demand are balanced at all
times.
− Operating reserve constraints include various forms of fast and slow reserve constraints.
The amount of operating reserve requirement is calculated as a function of uncertainty in
generation and demand across various time horizons. The model distinguishes between
two key types of balancing services: (i) frequency regulation (response), which is
delivered in the timeframe of a few seconds to 30 minutes; and (ii) reserves, typically
split between spinning and standing reserve, with delivery occurring within the
timeframe of tens of minutes to several hours after the request (this is also linked with
need to re-establish frequency regulation services following outage of a generating
plant). The need for these services is also driven by wind output forecasting errors and
this will significantly affect the ability of the system to absorb wind energy. It is
expected that the 4 hour ahead 32 forecasting error of wind, being at present at about 15
percent of installed wind capacity, may reduce to 10 percent post-2020 and then further
to less than 6 percent, may have a material impact of the value of flexibility options.
Calculation of reserve and response requirements for a given level of intermittent
renewable generation is carried out exogenously and provided as an input into the model.
WeSIM then schedules the optimal provision of reserve and response services, taking
into account the capabilities and costs of potential providers of these services (response
slopes, efficiency losses of part loaded plant etc.) and finding the optimal trade-off
between the cost of generating electricity to supply a given demand profile, and the cost
of procuring sufficient levels of reserve and response (this also includes alternative
balancing technologies such as storage and DSR as appropriate).



In order to take into account the impact of having less inertia during low demand and high
renewable output conditions, the WeSIM’s formulation has been enhanced by including
additional constraints that dictate the minimum response requirements to meet the RoCOF
specification, the minimum frequency at the nadir point, and the steady state frequency
deviation from the nominal frequency as illustrated in Figure B.7.

32

Four hours is generally the maximum time needed to synchronize a large CCGT plant.
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Figure B.7
System Frequency Evolution After a Contingency

RoCoF

Freq. at
nadir

Steadystate freq.

Source: National Grid

In WeSIM, frequency response can be provided by:


Synchronised part-loaded generating units;



Interruptible charging of electric vehicles;



A proportion of wind power being curtailed;



A proportion of electricity storage when charging;



Smart refrigeration.

While reserve services can be provided by:


Synchronised generators;



Wind power or solar power being curtailed;



Stand-by fast generating units (OCGT);



Electricity storage;



I&C flexible demand;



Interruptible heat storage when charging.

The amount of spinning and standing reserve and response is optimised ex-ante to minimise the
expected cost of providing these services, and we use our advanced stochastic generation
scheduling models to calibrate the amount of reserve and response scheduled in WeSIM. 33,34
These models find the cost-optimal levels of reserve and response by performing a probabilistic
simulation of the actual utilisation of these services. Stochastic scheduling is particularly
important when allocating storage resources between energy arbitrage and reserve as this may
vary dynamically depending on the system conditions.

33

A. Sturt, G. Strbac, “Efficient Stochastic Scheduling for Simulation of Wind-Integrated Power Systems”, IEEE
Transactions on Power Systems, Vol: 27, pp. 323-334, February 2012.

34

A. Sturt, G. Strbac, “Value of stochastic reserve policies in low-carbon power systems”, Proceedings of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers: Part O-Journal of Risk and Reliability, Vol: 226, pp. 51-64, February 2012.
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Generator operating constraints include: (i) Minimum Stable Generation (MSG) and
maximum output constraints; (ii) ramp-up and ramp-down constraints; (ii) minimum up and
down time constraints; and (iv) available frequency response and reserve constraints. In
order to keep the size of the problem manageable, we group generators according to
technologies, and assume a generic size of a thermal unit of 500 MW (the model can
however commit response services to deal with larger losses, e.g. 1,800 MW as used in the
model). The model captures the fact that the provision of frequency response is more
demanding than providing operating reserve. Only a proportion of the headroom is created
by part-loaded operation, as indicated in Figure B.8.



Given that the functional relationship between the available response and the reduced
generation output has a slope with an absolute value considerably lower than 1, the
maximum amount of frequency regulation that a generator can provide (Rmax) is generally
lower than the headroom created from part-loaded operation (Pmax – MSG).

Figure B.8
Provision of Frequency Regulation from Conventional Generation



Generation: WeSIM optimises the investment in new generation capacity while considering
the generators’ operation costs and CO2 emission constraints, and maintaining the required
levels of security of supply. WeSIM optimises both the quantity and the location of new
generation capacity as a part of the overall cost minimisation. If required, the model can
limit the investment in particular generation technologies at given locations.



Annual load factor constraints can be used to limit the utilisation level of thermal generating
units, e.g. to account for the effect of planned annual maintenance on plant utilisation.



For wind, solar, marine, and hydro run-of-river generators, the maximum electricity
production is limited by the available energy profile, which is specified as part of the input
data. The model will maximise the utilisation of these units (given zero or low marginal
cost). In certain conditions when there is oversupply of electricity in the system or
reserve/response requirements limit the amount of renewable generation that can be
accommodated, it might become necessary to curtail their electricity output in order to
balance the system, and the model accounts for this.



For hydro generators with reservoirs and pumped-storage units, the electricity production is
limited not only by their maximum power output, but also by the energy available in the
reservoir at a particular time (while optimising the operation of storage). The amount of
energy in the reservoir at any given time is limited by the size of the reservoir. It is also
possible to apply minimum energy constraints in WeSIM to ensure that a minimum amount
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of energy is maintained in the reservoir, for example to ensure the stability of the plant. For
storage technologies, WeSIM takes into account efficiency losses.


Demand-side response constraints include constraints for various specific types of loads.
WeSIM broadly distinguishes between the following electricity demand categories: (i)
weather-independent demand, such as lighting and industrial demand, (ii) heat-driven
electricity demand (space heating / cooling and hot water), (iii) demand for charging electric
vehicles, and (iv) smart appliances’ demand. Different demand categories are associated
with different levels of flexibility. Losses due to temporal shifting of demand are modelled
as appropriate. Flexibility parameters associated with various forms of DSR are obtained
using detailed bottom-up modelling of different types of flexible demand, as described in
the “Demand modelling” section.



Power flow constraints limit the energy flowing through the lines between the areas in the
system, respecting the installed capacity of network as the upper bound (WeSIM can handle
different flow constraints in each flow direction). The model can also invest in enhancing
network capacity if this is cost efficient. Expanding transmission and interconnection
capacity is generally found to be vital for facilitating efficient integration of large
intermittent renewable resources, given their location. Interconnectors provide access to
renewable energy and improve the diversity of demand and renewable output on both sides
of the interconnector, thus reducing the short-term reserve requirement. Interconnection also
allows for sharing of reserves, which reduces the long-term capacity requirements.



Distribution network constraints are devised to determine the level of distribution network
reinforcement cost, as informed by detailed modelling of representative UK networks.
WeSIM can model different types of distribution networks, e.g. urban, rural, etc. with their
respective reinforcement cost (more details on the modelling of distribution networks are
provided in the section “Distribution network investment modelling”).



Emission constraints limit the amount of carbon emissions within one year. Depending on
the severity of these constraints, they will have an effect of reducing the electricity
production of plants with high emission factors such as oil or coal-fired power plants.
Emission constraints may also result in additional investment into low-carbon technologies
such as renewables (wind and PV), nuclear or CCS in order to meet the constraints.



Security constraints ensure that there is sufficient generating capacity in the system to
supply the demand with a given level of security. 35 If there is storage in the system, WeSIM
may make use its capacity for security purposes if it can contribute to reducing peak demand,
given the energy constraints.



WeSIM allows for the security-related benefits of interconnection to be adequately
quantified. 36 Conversely, it is possible to specify in WeSIM that no contribution to security
is allowed from other regions, which will clearly increase the system cost, but will also
provide an estimate of the value of allowing the interconnection to be used for sharing
security between regions.

Specific constraints implemented in WeSIM for the purpose of studying balancing technologies
are:


UK is self-sufficient in terms of capacity, i.e. there is no contribution from other regions to
the capacity margin in the UK and vice versa. However, sensitivity studies are carried out to

35

Historical level of security supply are achieved by setting VOLL at around 10,000£/MWh.
M. Castro, D. Pudjianto, P. Djapic, G. Strbac, “Reliability-driven transmission investment in systems with wind
generation”, IET Generation Transmission & Distribution, Vol: 5, pp. 850-859, Aug 2011.

36
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understand the impact of relaxing the self-sufficient constraint on the cost of making the
system secure and the value of alternative balancing technologies in supporting the system.


UK is energy-neutral. This means that the net annual energy import / export is zero. This
allows UK to import power from and export to Europe / Ireland as long as the annual net
balance is zero. In other words, the UK is still able to export power when there is excess in
energy available, for example when high wind conditions coincide with low demand, and
import energy from Europe when economically efficient e.g. during low-wind conditions in
UK.

B.6.

System Topology

The configuration of the interconnected GB electricity system used in this study is presented in
Figure B.9. Given that the GB transmission network is characterised by North-South power
flows, it was considered appropriate to represent the GB system using the four key regions and
their boundaries, while considering London as a separate zone.
The two neighbouring systems, Ireland and Continental Europe (CE), are considered (CE is an
equivalent representation of the entire interconnected European system). Several generation and
demand backgrounds in CE and Ireland are considered (for example, WeSIM optimises the
operation of the entire European system, including seasonal optimisation hydro in Scandinavia,
pump storage schemes across CE and DSR across CE).
Lengths of the network in Figure B.9 do not reflect the actual physical distances between
different areas, but rather the equivalent distances which are chosen to reflect the additional
investment associated with local connection and reinforcements. Network capacities indicated
in the figure refer to capacities expected to be in place by 2020.
Figure B.9
System Topology Used for Studying the Value of Flexible Balancing Technologies
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Distribution Network Investment Modelling

In line with the general modelling approach, Great Britain (GB) is split into five regions for the
purpose of evaluating the distribution network investment in various scenarios: Scotland, North
England and Wales, Midlands, London, and South England and Wales. The total GB
distribution network reinforcement cost, which is a component of the overall system cost, is
obtained as the sum of reinforcement costs in individual regions. Regional loading of an entire
region is split into ten representative networks according to the characteristics of different
network types. Reinforcement cost of each representative network is estimated as a function of
peak demand, and this information is provided as input into WeSIM to perform an overall
system cost assessment.
Examples of different consumer patterns / layouts that can be created by specifying the desired
layout parameters 37 are shown in Figure B.10 for different urban, rural and intermediate layouts.
Parameters of representative networks are calibrated against the actual GB distribution
systems. 38 39

37

J.P. Green, S.A. Smith, G. Strbac, “Evaluation of electricity distribution system design strategies”, IEE ProceedingsGeneration, Transmission and Distribution, Vol: 146, pp. 53-60, January 1999.

38

C.K. Gan, N. Silva, D. Pudjianto, G. Strbac, R. Ferris, I. Foster, M. Aten, “Evaluation of alternative distribution network
design strategies”, 20th International Conference on Electricity Distribution (CIRED), 8-11 June 2009, Prague, Czech
Republic.

39

ENA and Imperial College, “Benefits of Advanced Smart Metering for Demand Response based Control of Distribution
Networks”, April 2010.
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Figure B.10
Examples of Generated Consumer Layouts:
a) urban area; b) semi-urban area; c) semi-rural area; and d) rural area.
(Blue dots represent consumers, while red stars represent distribution substations.)

(b)
(a)

(c)

(d)

Many statistically similar consumer layouts can be generated with this approach and the
corresponding distribution networks will have statistically similar characteristics. Any
conclusions reached are then applicable to areas with similar characteristics. Based on the
geographical representation of GB in this study through the five regions, and the allocation of
different DNO areas to these regions, we first determine the actual number of connected
consumers, length of LV overhead and underground network and the number of pole-mounted
and ground-mounted distribution transformers for the GB regions, as shown in Table B.4.
Table B.4
Regional Distribution Network Parameters
Parameter
Consumers
LV

DT

Overhead (km)

N England &
S England &
Midlands London
GB
N Wales
S Wales
2,996,192
7,656,576 5,047,743 2,311,841 11,403,761 29,416,113
Scotland

8,552

12,160

10,896

0

33,321

64,929

Underground (km)

36,192

89,863

59,570

22,556

119,428

327,609

PMT

67,823

68,388

57,706

0

149,940

343,857

GMT

26,175

50,448

35,058

17,145

101,639

230,465
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Allocation of consumers in each representative network per region is presented in Table B.5.
We use ten representative networks in this study, each containing a specific consumer mix that
reflects the actual numbers of consumers of different types across regions.
Table B.5
Number of Connected Consumers per each Representative Network per Region
Representative
network

N England
& N Wales

Scotland

Midlands

S England &
S Wales

London

GB

Rural 1

45

183,202

220,042

0

830,048

1,233,337

Rural 2

47,599

184,144

131,151

0

535,248

898,143

Rural 3

353,533

154,569

110,331

0

167

618,600

Semi-rural 1

1,608,899

1,302,743

1,025,507

722,388

3,053,402

7,712,940

Semi-rural 2

395

33,503

56,452

114,368

2,036,067

2,240,786

Semi-rural 3

1,544

2,216,451

1,334,728

2,019

884

3,555,626

Semi-urban 1

898,249

3,581,960

1,891,938

826,475

3,194,184

10,392,805

Semi-urban 2

3,285

0

277,587

143,988

56,093

480,954

Urban 1

6,359

0

1

67,043

1,696,171

1,769,574

Urban 2

76,286

1

2

434,196

1,496

511,979

2,996,194

7,656,574

5,047,738

2,310,478

11,403,759

29,414,744

Total

We then generate representative networks that are calibrated to match the actual distribution
systems. The mismatches in control parameters between the actual and representative networks
characterised using this process, are less than 0.1 percent, as illustrated in Table B.6 (which
closely matches the data presented above in Table B.4).
Table B.6
Regional Representative Networks Parameters
Parameter
Consumers
LV

DT

N England &
S England &
Midlands London
GB
N Wales
S Wales
2,996,194
7,656,574 5,047,738 2,310,478 11,403,759 29,416,238
Scotland

8,552

12,160

10,896

0

33,321

64,929

Underground (km)

36,192

89,863

59,570

22,558

119,428

327,598

PMT

67,823

68,388

57,706

0

149,940

343,857

GMT

26,175

50,448

35,058

17,143

101,639

230,474

Overhead (km)

Designed representative networks satisfy the network design (security) standard ER P2/6. 40 The
unit cost data used in our study are based on cost figures approved by Ofgem (2008) used in the
recent distribution price control review. Table B.7 shows an excerpt from the list of cost items.

40

C.K. Gan, P. Mancarella, D. Pudjianto, G. Strbac, “Statistical appraisal of economic design strategies of LV distribution
networks”, Electric Power Systems Research, Vol: 81, pp. 1363-1372, July 2011.
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Table B.7
Network Equipment Cost
Asset

Units

Cost (£k)

LV overhead line

km

30.0

LV underground cable

km

98.4

11/0.4 kV ground mounted transformer

#

13.2

11/0.4 kV pole mounted transformer

#

2.9

HV overhead line

km

35.0

HV underground cable

km

82.9

#

377.9

EHV/11 kV ground mounted transformer

B.8.

Demand Modelling

It is expected that new electricity demand categories such as electrified heating or transport will
play an increasingly important role in decarbonising the electricity sector. We have gained
understanding of specific features of these demand sectors, and have developed detailed bottomup models which enabled us to produce hourly demand profiles based on large databases of
transport behaviour and building stock data. This allows us to develop detailed hourly profiles
for different demand categories contained in long-term development pathways, which typically
only specify annual energy consumption figures.
Understanding the characteristics of flexible demand and quantifying the flexibility they can
potentially offer to the system is vital to establishing its economic value. 41 In order to offer
flexibility, controlled devices (or appliances) must have access to some form of storage when
rescheduling their operation (e.g. thermal, chemical or mechanical energy, or storage of
intermediate products). Load reduction periods are followed or preceded by load recovery,
which is a function of the type of interrupted process and the type of storage. This, in turn,
requires bottom-up modelling of each individual demand side technology (appliance)
understanding how it performs its actual function, while exploiting the flexibility that may exist
without compromising the service that it delivers. In our analysis we consider various forms of
domestic and commercial types of flexible demand. 42,43,44,45,46, 47,48,49

41

G. Strbac, “Demand side management: Benefits and challenges”, Energy Policy, Vol: 36, pp. 4419-4426, December 2008.

42

M. Aunedi, G. Strbac, “Efficient System Integration of Wind Generation through Smart Charging of Electric Vehicles”, 8th
International Conference and Exhibition on Ecological Vehicles and Renewable Energies (EVER), Monte Carlo, March
2013.

43

ENA, SEDG, Imperial College, “Benefits of Advanced Smart Metering for Demand Response based Control of
Distribution Networks”, April 2010. Available at:
http://www.energynetworks.org/modx/assets/files/electricity/futures/smart_meters/Smart_Metering_Benerfits_Summary_E
NASEDGImperial_100409.pdf.

44

C.K. Gan, M. Aunedi, V. Stanojevic, G. Strbac and D. Openshaw: “Investigation of the Impact of Electrifying Transport
and Heat Sectors on the UK Distribution Networks”, 21st International Conference on Electricity Distribution (CIRED), 69 June 2011, Frankfurt, Germany.

45

D. Pudjianto, P. Djapic, M. Aunedi, C. K. Gan, G. Strbac, S. Huang, D. Infield, “Smart control for minimizing distribution
network reinforcement cost due to electrification”, Energy Policy, Vol. 52, pp. 76-84, January 2013.

46

Imperial College London, “Value of Smart Appliances in System Balancing”, Part I of Deliverable 4.4 of Smart-A project
(No. EIE/06/185//SI2.447477), September 2009.
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The following assumptions of full DSR flexibility are made in system integration cost studies
(see section B.1 above for how we have considered different amounts of flexibility as different
scenarios): 50


Electric vehicles: up to 80 percent of EV demand could be shifted away from a given hour
to other times of day;



Heat pumps: heat storage enables that the 35 percent of HP demand can be shifted from a
given hour to other times of day;



Smart appliances: demand attributed to white appliances (washing machines, dishwashers,
tumble dryers) participating in smart operation can be fully shifted away from peak;



Industrial and commercial demand: 10 percent of the demand of I&C customers
participating in DSR schemes can be redistributed.

In addition to improving energy management and potentially reducing capacity adequacy
requirements due to lower peak demand, these flexible sources are assumed to also be capable
of providing frequency response (maintain grid frequency). It is important to stress that the
magnitude of demand (and therefore the absolute volume of demand that can be shifted) in each
of the above categories changes in time (it is time-specific).

47

M. Aunedi, P. A. Kountouriotis, J. E. Ortega Calderon, D. Angeli, G. Strbac, “Economic and Environmental Benefits of
Dynamic Demand in Providing Frequency Regulation”, IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, vol. 4, pp. 2036-2048,
December 2013.

48

M. Woolf, T. Ustinova, E. Ortega, H. O’Brien, P. Djapic, G. Strbac, “Distributed generation and demand response services
for the smart distribution network”, Report A7 for the “Low Carbon London” LCNF project: Imperial College London,
2014.

49

Imperial College and NERA Economic Consulting, 2012, “Understanding the Balancing Challenge”, analysis
commissioned by DECC. Please see:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48553/5767-understanding-the-balancingchallenge.pdf

50

An overview of the rationale and evidence behind these assumptions is provided in:
M. Aunedi, F. Teng, G. Strbac, “Carbon impact of smart distribution networks”, Report D6 for the “Low Carbon London”
LCNF project, December 2014.
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Appendix C.

NERA’s Renewable CFD Auctions Model

This appendix provides a brief overview of NERA’s modelling tool which we have used to
simulate the CfD auctions and sets out the key input data and assumptions used to analyse the
policy options set out in the main report.

C.1.

NERA’s Renewable CfD Auction Model

NERA’s CfD Auction Model incorporates two key functions:


a valuation model, which takes a number of inputs and builds a supply curve, consisting
of projects and bids to enter into the auction; and



an auction model, which simulates the CfD auction based on the supply curve, budget
and a number of different design options, covering both the auction set up and rules as
well as bidder strategies.

The following schematic diagram in Figure C.1 provides a high-level overview of the inputs,
approach and outputs of our CfD Auction Model.
Figure C.1
NERA's CfD Auction Model

The following sections provide more detail on the key parameters that inform both the
valuation stage of our analysis as well as the analysis of different policy options within the
auction model.
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C.2.

Technology Costs

To simulate the CfD auctions we create supply curves for each technology pot and auction
round (i.e. projects delivering in the four delivery years relevant for that auction). In order to
do this we estimate the strike price that each simulated project would need given its costs and
revenues to earn an assumed minimum required return (hurdle rate). The cost estimates (and
hurdle rate assumptions) are sourced from DECC’s “Electricity Generation Costs 2013”
report (December 2013). 51 The cost estimates include predevelopment, construction, fixed
and variable operational and maintenance costs, insurance and connection and use of system
charges. Where DECC presents “high”, “medium” and “low” cost estimates for different
technologies we create a triangular distribution of these cost estimates and, for each project in
our supply curve, select randomly from within this distribution. Load factors for each
technology were sourced from National Grid’s EMR Analytical Report (December 2013). 52
Fuel costs are relevant to bioenergy technologies, including biomass conversion, energy from
waste, anaerobic digestion, advanced conversion technologies and both sewage and landfill
gas projects. We have used fuel costs included in DECC’s response to the consultation on the
Renewables Obligation banding review for the period 2013 to 2017, published in July 2012,
and which we understand to be the most recent publicly available DECC fuel cost
estimates. 53

C.3.

Pipeline of New Capacity

The pipeline of new capacity that forms the supply curve of projects that enter into the CfD
auction is drawn from the most recent extract of DECC’s Renewable Energy Planning Data
(REDP). This is a publicly available database of potential and existing renewable generation
projects in the UK, updated on a monthly basis. 54 We assume that all projects that are listed
as “under construction” either already have CfD contracts or are expected to receive support
under the Renewables Obligation scheme prior to its closure to new capacity. We therefore
only include projects listed in the DECC pipeline database with a status of “awaiting
construction”.
In addition to the current pipeline of projects included in the REPD database we expand the
supply curve with a number of technology-specific, generic new entrant projects. We include
a sufficient number of projects of each technology type to meet the build rates set out by

51

The DECC report is available online here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/269888/131217_Electricity_Generation_
costs_report_December_2013_Final.pdf

52

The National Grid report is available online here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/267614/Annex_D__National_Grid_EMR_Report.pdf

53

DECC, Government response to the consultation on proposals for the levels of banded support under the Renewables
Obligation for the period 2013-17 and the Renewables Obligation Order 2012, July 2012, pp 152-153, available here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/42852/5936-renewables-obligationconsultation-the-government.pdf

54

We have used the REPD monthly extract from November 2015 (published on 14 December 2015), which is available
online here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/renewable-energy-planning-database-monthly-extract
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Nation Grid in their EMR Analytical Report. 55 The capacity that we assume for each
individual new entrant project is based on a sampling of all of the projects (of a given
technology type) in the REPD database in order to ensure some variation in the new entrant
project sizes that form the supply curve. The new entrant assumptions are also intended to
capture the ability of projects (e.g. offshore wind) to bid in several different bids at different
capacities, commissioning dates or strike prices in order to maximise budget usage.
C.3.1. Electricity Wholesale Price Projections
We use DECC’s most recent publicly available wholesale price projections as the basis of the
wholesale electricity “reference price”. These are included in Annex M of DECC’s 2015
updated energy and emissions projections. 56 This reference price is used as the basis of
project revenues for the period between the expiry of the 15 year CfD contract and the
expected end of the plant’s lifetime. It is also used as the reference price against which CfD
costs are calculated.

C.4.

Calibration of NERA’s CfD Auction Model

In order to check the validity of our model and input assumptions we have simulated the
actual 2015 CfD auction and compared both the strike prices and contracted capacities for
different technologies. 57 We are able to closely match the strike prices and contracted
capacities by adjusting the fixed costs for solar and offshore wind projects.
To calibrate our model we therefore reduce the fixed costs included in DECC’s electricity
generation costs report (December 2013) for solar by 10 percent and for offshore wind by 20
percent. This reflects the fact that the costs of these technologies have decreased at a faster
rate than DECC anticipated at the time the projections were made in 2013.

C.5.

CfD Reference Price Harmonisation

In the Policy Option 1 (market based) scenario we assume that the Government (or the Low
Carbon Contracts Company, acting on its behalf) remunerates all CfD projects relative to a
common “reference” wholesale electricity price. This differs to the current approach in which
intermittent technologies (wind, solar, wave and tidal) receive a top-up to an “Intermittent”
Reference Price – based on an hourly day ahead price index – and all other technologies
receive a top-up to a “Baseload” Reference Price – based on a daily average season ahead
price index from the previous season.

55

The National Grid report is available online here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/267614/Annex_D__National_Grid_EMR_Report.pdf

56

We use the “Reference Scenario” wholesale electricity price projections. The underlying data is available online, here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissions-projections-2015

57

In order to replicate the 2015 auction as closely as possible we have used DECC’s wholesale price projections included
in their 2014 Updated Energy and Emissions Projections and matched the budget for each pot to those of the actual
auction.
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To inform our assumption about how moving to a baseload reference price (the season ahead
reference price) would affect the costs or revenues of intermittent generators we have carried
out an analysis of output data and prices in the UK.
C.5.1. Wind Reference Price Adjustment
Over the period from 1 April 2011 to mid-December 2015 - for which we have a
comprehensive data set of both hourly day ahead and daily season ahead electricity prices as
well as half hourly wind output – we have estimated the unweighted difference between our
estimate of the Baseload Reference Price and the Intermittent Reference Price and a wind
output weighted difference at an hourly granularity. 58 Table C.1 shows the difference
between the wind output weighted price differentials and the unweighted price differentials.
The analysis is shown for all hours within the period (bottom row) as well as for different
wind output ranges.
Table C.1
Impact of Wind Output on Difference Between Baseload and Intermittent Reference
Prices
Output Range
GW

0- 1
1- 2
2- 3
3- 4
4- 5
5- 6
6- 7
All hours

Difference
£/MWh
%
-2.64
-5%
-1.14

-2%

1.45

3%

4.34

9%

8.82

17%

11.31

22%

0.35

0%

0.73

1.44%

Over the full period the difference is £0.73/MWh or 1.44 percent. For all GW wind output
ranges the difference widens when the level of wind output is higher with the exception of
our analysis of hours in which wind output was between 6 and 7 GW. However, output was
greater than 6 GW in only 0.3 percent of the hours we analysed, so this result is likely an
anomaly due to the relatively small number of data points in our sample.
If we assume that wind capacity reaches approximately 20 GW by 2020 and apply a 30 to 40
percent annual average load factor to this, the average output level over the year would be
approximately 6-8 GW. This suggests that wind generators may only be able to capture
wholesale price revenues that are on the order of £10/MWh lower than the season-ahead
baseload reference price.
We have also carried out a simplified analysis of the difference between the average day
ahead hourly electricity price in the UK and a wind output weighted price. This suggests that

58

Hourly day ahead and daily season ahead UK electricity prices are sourced from Bloomberg. Half hourly wind output is
sourced from Elexon and available online, here: https://elexonportal.co.uk/fuelhh.
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the average price that wind generators received was on the order of £0-2/MWh less than the
average baseload price across different wind capacity ranges over the period from April 2011
until December 2015.
In our modelling of Policy Option 1 we have assumed that wind generators receive £5/MWh
less than the baseload wholesale price for their output, reflecting a conservative estimate of
the mid-point between these two analyses.
C.5.2. Solar Reference Price Adjustment
We have not identified a source of solar output data for the UK going back long enough to
carry out a robust analysis along similar lines to what we have done for wind. We expect that
solar output will be lower than that of wind over our modelling horizon and that the
difference between the baseload price and the captured price by solar plants is
correspondingly less pronounced than that of wind. 59 We therefore assume that solar
generators receive £2.5/MWh less than the baseload wholesale price for their output (half the
discount applied to wind generators).
C.5.3.

Capacity Market De-rating Assumptions

Another feature of the Policy Option 1 (market based) scenario is to allow renewable projects
to enter into the Capacity Market (CM) auctions in parallel to receiving CfD support. We
apply a de-rating factor to determine the reliable capacity that they can bid in to the CM
auction. For all technologies other than wind, these de-rating factors are taken from the
National Grid electricity capacity report, published in June 2015.60 Capacity de-rating factors
range from zero for solar, to 22 percent for tidal stream projects, 31 percent for wave projects,
up to between 85 and 88 percent for hydro and bioenergy projects.
As the National Grid report does not include an estimate for wind we have relied on Ofgem’s
2013 Capacity Assessment Report, which contains an estimate of “Effective Firm Capacity”
for wind of between 17 and 24 percent. 61 The report further sets out that the lower end of the
range corresponds to later years in the sample when wind represents a larger proportion of
total generation. We have therefore used 17 percent as the de-rating factor for all wind
generation projects (onshore, offshore and Scottish Islands) entering into the CM auction.
As an estimate of the capacity market payments plants can expect to receive via the capacity
market auction we have taken DECC’s assumption of the cost of new entry CCGT (net
CONE) of £49/kW/yr (2012 prices). 62 This estimate is higher than the actual clearing prices
for capacity in recent auctions for 2018/19 and 2019/20, but reflects a long-term equilibrium
clearing price. We assume that capacity market prices are at this level for all years that we
have modelled.

59

Solar does not generate during peak hours in the UK (typically winter evenings after the sun has gone down) in which
prices are high, but solar plants do generate during the daytime, when prices tend to be higher than overnight.

60

National Grid, EMR Electricity Capacity Report, 1 June 2015, pp.58 and 79.

61

Ofgem, Electricity Capacity Assessment Report 2013, 27 June 2013, p. 33.

62

DECC, Electricity Market Reform – Capacity Market: Impact Assessment, 23 June 2014.
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Report qualifications/assumptions and limiting conditions
This report is for the exclusive use of the NERA Economic Consulting client named herein.
This report is not intended to be reproduced for any purpose without the prior written
permission of NERA Economic Consulting. There are no third party beneficiaries with
respect to this report, and NERA Economic Consulting does not accept any liability to any
third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is
believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified, unless otherwise expressly
indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources we deem to be
reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information. The findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current
data and historical trends. Any such predictions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties.
NERA Economic Consulting accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the
date of this report. No obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or
conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations
contained in this report are the sole responsibility of the client. This report does not represent
investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to
any and all parties.
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